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ANIMATE INTRANSITIVE VERBS 
IN MINNESOTA OJIBWE 

 
ANTON TREUER *  

 
 
 The Ojibwe language is a verb language. Two-thirds of the 
words in Ojibwe are verbs. Understanding the language therefore 
requires understanding verbs and the patterns of their inflection. 
Ojibwe verbs are divided into four main categories depending on 
the animation and transitive properties of the word.  
 
 

  
Inanimate 

 

 
Animate 

 
Intransitive 

VII 
Verb Inanimate 

Intransitive 

VAI 
Verb Animate 

Intransitive 
 

Transitive 
VAI 

Verb Transitive 
Inanimate 

VTA 
Verb Transitive 

Animate 
 
 

                                                
* A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T: My understanding of vais has come through the 
teaching, writing and personal tutelage of Earl Otchingwanigan and my 
transcription work with numerous Ojibwe elders. Verb patterns in this article 
have been checked with Archie Mosay and Melvin Eagle. 
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 If a verb is transitive (either a vti or vta), the action carries 
from a person to an object or another person. For example, 
anishinaabemotaw vta “speak Indian to someone” or biidoon vti 
“bring it”, are considered transitive because the action in those 
verbs moves from one person to another person or thing. For 
intransitive verbs, the action  is contained and does not carry over 
from one object or person to another. For example, gisinaa vii “it 
is raining” or wiisini vai “he is eating”, are considered intransitive 
because they are conditions or actions that do not carry between 
two objects or people. 
 The Ojibwe language is further divided into realms called 
animate and inanimate—that which is spoken of as living and that 
which is not. Animate verbs must be used to describe the actions 
and conditions of animate objects. Inanimate verbs must be used to 
describe the actions or conditions of inanimate objects as well as 
general conditions and weather words. 
 This article is designed to give students of Ojibwe a better 
pedagogical understanding of one type of Ojibwe verbs—the vai 
(Verb Transitive Inanimate). These verbs are a good place for 
students to try to grapple with basic, yet powerful, communicative 
patterns in the language. Learning the patterns verb conjugations 
take is the key to learning Ojibwe. Once a student has mastered the 
multiple changes a vai can go through, each time he learns a new 
vai, he will actually be learning nearly three hundred different 
sentences because each vai can be said and used that many 
different ways. Studying verb patterns will enable students to grow 
geometrically rather than linearly in their language learning. Once 
a student masters the rules for vais, he can apply those rules to any 
vai he hears an elder say or any vai he reads in a dictionary. 
Ojibwe may seem like a complex language, and in some ways it is. 
However, Ojibwe is an ancient language that has developed in very 
consistent ways. There are very few exceptions the rules of Ojibwe 
grammar. 
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THE BASICS: vais are the central feature of any story, 
conversation or command sequence involving animate objects. The 
root word that conjugations are built from is given in the third 
person singular form because this is the most basic uninflected 
unit. This basic form is uninflected, but it is still a complete word 
and a complete sentence. There are two main categories of vais, 
each with slightly different endings. Here are some examples: 
 
vai1: The first category of vais is the vai1. It includes all vais that 
end with a vowel. 
  
 wiisini vai1  eat  
 
 example: Wiisini Jaan. = John is eating. 
 
vai2: The second category of vais is the vai2. It includes all vais 
that end with a consonant. 
 
 minwendam vai2  happy 
 
 example: Minwendam gookomisinaan. = Our 

grandmother is happy. 
 
YES/NO QUESTIONS: In asking questions which can be 
answered with a simple yes or no, just put the word na or ina in 
your sentence. The question marker na or ina must always appear 
as the second word in your sentence. Some speakers use only na or 
ina, while others use both, preferring to use ina when the word 
prior ends with a consonant and na when the word before it ends 
with a vowel. The practice is flexible, so just remember that na or 
ina can only be used with yes/no questions and must appear as the 
second word in the sentence. 
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 ina pc yes-no question word; also na 
 
  example: Minwendam ina? = Is he happy? 
 
SINGULAR COMMANDS: In this article and most Ojibwe 
dictionaries, vais are given in the third person (he/she) form. 
Converting from the third person form to the singular command 
form (a command to one person) is quite simple, although slightly 
different for vai1s and vai2s. 
 
vai1 Singular Commands: Add the letter -n to the end of the word. 
 
 minikwe vai1 drink: minikwe + n = minikwen 
 
  example: Minikwen! = (You) drink! 
 
vai2 Singular Commands: Add -in to the end of the word. 
 
 bizindam vai2 listen: bizindam + n = bizindan 
 
 example: Bizindan wiindamoonaan gegoo! = Listen 

when I tell you something! 
 
PLURAL COMMANDS: Converting the root word (third person 
form) into a plural command (to more than one person) uses a 
similar pattern, with different suffixes. There are two ways to make 
plural commans with each type of vai. 
 
vai1 Plural Commands (Option 1): Add -yok. 
 

izhaa vai1 go: izhaa + yok = izhaayok 
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example: Izhaayok Gaa-miskwaawaakokaag! = 
(You all) go to Cass Lake! 
 

vai1 Plural Commands (Option 2): Add -g. 
 
 wiisini vai1 eat: wiisni + g = wiisinig 
 
  example: Wiisinig! = (You all) eat! 
 
vai2 Plural Commands: Add -ok. 
 

bizindam vai2 listen: bizindam + ok = bizindamok 
 

example: Bizindamok ekidoyaan! = (You all) listen 
when I speak! 

 
INCLUSIVE PLURAL COMMANDS: Converting from the third 
person to a plural inclusive command (let’s) is also quite simple 
and also slightly different for vai1s and vai2s. Examine the 
following patterns in their conjugation. 
 
vai1 Inclusive Plural Commands: Add -daa. 
 

bazigwii vai1 rise, stand up: bazigwii + daa = bazigwiidaa 
 

example: Bazigwiidaa noongom! = Let’s stand up 
now! 

 
vai2 Inclusive Plural Commands: If the vai2 ends with the letter m, 
convert it to n first and add -daa. If it ends with the letter n already, 
just add -daa. 
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aanizhiitamvai2  give up, quit, change one’s mind: 
aanizhiitam + n + daa = aanizhiitandaa 
 

example: Aanizhiitandaa jibwaa-noondeshinang! = 
Let’s quit before we’re completely exhausted! 

 
SINGULAR NEGATIVE COMMANDS: Converting from a positive 
to a negative command is a very important and powerful 
communicative tool for vais. Here too, the two types of vai differ 
somewhat, although both start with the particle gego, meaning 
“don’t”. 
 
vai1 Singular Negative Commands: Put the word gego down first, 
then add -ken to the end of the vai. 
 

maajaa vai1 leave: gego maajaa + ken = gego maajaaken 
 

example: Gego zezikaa maajaaken! = Don’t leave 
right away! 

 
vai2 Singular Negative Commands: Put the word gego down first. 
If the final letter of the vai2 is m, change it to n and add -gen. 
Otherwise, change no letters and simply add -gen. 
 

gashkendam vai2 feel sad: gego gashkendam + n + gen = 
gego gashkendangen 
 

example: Gego gashkendangen! = Don’t be sad! 
 
PLURAL NEGATIVE COMMANDS: For pluralizing negatives 
(you all don’t) we again employ the word gego and a suffix on the 
verb. 
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vai1 Plural Negative Commands: Put down the word gego, and add 
-kegon to the end of the vai.1 
 

namadabi vai1 sit: gego namadabi + kegon = gego 
namadabikegon 
 

example: Gego namadabikegon imaa! = Don’t 
(you all) sit there! 

 
vai2 Plural Negative Commands: Put down the word gego. If the 
word ends with the letter m, convert it to n and add -gegon. If it 
ends with n already, simply add -gegon. 
 

babaamendam vai2 worry: gego babaamendam + n + 
gegon = gego babaamendangegon 
 

example: Gego geyaabi babaamendangegon! = 
Don’t (you all) worry any more! 
 

INCLUSIVE PLURAL NEGATIVE COMMANDS: For this pattern, 
we are converting to “let’s not...” The paradigm goes as follows. 
 
vai1 Inclusive Plural Negative Commands: Put down the word 
gego, and add -sidaa to the end of the vai. 
 

wiisini vai1 eat: gego wiisini + sidaa = gego wiisinisidaa 
 

example: Gego wiisinisidaa! = Let’s not eat! 
 

                                                
1 Reminder: This article studies patterns in Minnesota Ojibwe. Some other 
dialects use -keg rather than -kegon. 
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vai2 Plural Negative Commands: Put down the word gego. If the 
final letter of the verb stem is not n, convert it to n. Then add 
-zidaa. 
 

wiisagishin vai2 get hurt: gego wiisagishin + zidaa = gego 
wiisagishinzidaa 
 

example: Gego wiisagishinzidaa! = Let’s not get 
hurt! 

 
CONJUGATING VAIS: With an understanding of commands, vais 
can be used in a number of interesting and important ways. 
However, the true power of these verbs lies in their conjugation. 
Mastering the patterns of their inflection will enable to students to 
say a vai over 285 different ways. This figure should not be 
intimidating, because the patterns of Ojibwe verb inflection are 
very consistent and not especially hard to learn. Once a student can 
become fully acquainted with the pattern, his or her language skills 
will grow geometrically rather than linearly. Instead of 
memorizing numbers, animals and simple phrases, a students can 
take any new vai learned and say it 285 different ways. Each time a 
new word is learned, the student will be learning 285 new words. 
Furthermore, because each verb is a sentence in itself for Ojibwe, 
each time a student learns a new vai, he or she will actually be 
learning 285 separate, complete sentences. 
 
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR VAI : The first person singular 
conjugation corresponds to the English equivalent of “I” or “me”. 
For vai1s and vai2s, add the first person prefix from the chart on 
the next page in front of the verb stem. 
 
 dwaashin vai1 fall through the ice: nin + dwaashin = 

nindwaashin  
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 example: Nindwaashin o’ow ziibiing. = I’m falling 

through the ice on this river. 
 
 

 
Initial Letter of Verb Stem 

 

 
First Person Prefix*  

ch, k, m, n, p, s, sh, t, w ni- 
b nim- 

d, j, g, z, zh nin- 
(any vowel) nind- 

 
SPECIAL CASES: The rules for first person singular conjugation 
apply exactly as described above. However, when adding either a 
first person or second person prefix to a vai, there are two 
additional rules that apply. These rules apply to first and second 
person conjugations. 
 
Mutative Vowels: In the first and second person, the short i and 
short o drop from the end of vais. 
 
 bezhigo vai1 be alone, be one: nim + bezhigo = nimbezhig 
 
  example: Nimbezhig. = I am alone. 
 
 wiisini vai1 eat: ni + wiisini = niwiisin. 
 
 example: Niwiisin ani-onaagoshig. = I eat in the 

evening. 

                                                
* The prefixes nim-, nin-, and nind- may also be voiced as im-, in-, and ind-. 
Both forms are correct. 
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Vowel Extension: With the additional of a personal prefix, verbs 
that begin with a short o have the o lengthen. It is then written as 
oo.  
 
 onjibaa vai1 be from somewhere: nind + o + onjibaa = 

nindoonjibaa. 
 
 example: Gaa-miskwaawaakokaag nindoonjibaa. = 

I am from Cass Lake. 
 
SECOND PERSON SINGULAR VAI : If the verb stem starts with a 
consonant, add the prefix gi- to the front of the verb. If the verb 
stem starts with a vowel, add gid- to the front of the verb. 
 

nisidotam vai1 understand it: gi + nisidotam = ginisidotam 
 

example: Ginisidotam ina?  = Do you understand? 
 
 azhetaa vai1 go backwards: gid + azhetaa = gidazhetaa 
 

example: Gidazhetaa, niijii. = You’re going 
backwards, my friend. 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR VAI : As mentioned at the beginning 
of this article, all vais are given in the third person singular form. 
The dictionary entry is also a complete sentence. 
 

bizogeshin vai1 stumble: bizogeshin = bizogeshin 
 

example: Bizogeshin ishkwaandeming. = He 
stumbles in the doorway. 
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FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE VAI1: In Ojibwe, there 
are two forms of the first person plural. One excludes the person 
you are speaking to. The other includes the person you are 
speaking to. The first person plural exclusive starts the same as the 
first person singular (see chart, page 70). The personal prefix for 
“me” is added to the front of the verb stem. Then the suffix -min is 
appended to the verb. This is a “sandwich conjugation” because 
something being added to both the front and back of the verb. The 
first person prefix means “me” the final suffix means “the rest of 
us”. Me and the rest of us is “us”, but excludes the person to whom 
you are speaking. 
 

giikaji vai1 be cold: nin + giikaji + min = ningiikajimin 
 

example: Ningiikajimin. = We are cold. 
 

FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE VAI2: Put the first person 
personal prefix on the front of the verb and add -imin. 
 

dagoshin vai2 arrive there: nin + dagoshin + imin = 
nindagoshinimin 

 
 example: Azhigwa nindagoshinimin imaa. = We 

are arriving there now. 
 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE VAI1: This conjugation is 
very similar to the first person plural exclusive described above. 
The main difference in meaning with this form is that it includes 
the person being spoken to. To do this, start with the same prefix 
as the second person singular. Gi- is used for verbs beginning with 
a consonant. Gid- is used for verbs beginning with a vowel. Then 
-min is added to the end of the word as above. This amounts to 
“you” and “rest of us”, which includes the person being addressed. 
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zhakizi vai1 be damp: gi + zhakizi + min = gizhakizimin 

 
example: Gizhakizimin naaniibawiyang agwajiing. 
= We are getting damp standing around outside. 
 

FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE VAI2: Add the second 
person personal prefix to the front of the verb and add -imin to the 
end. 
 

bawa’am vai2 knock rice: gi + bawa’am + imin = 
gibawa’amimin 

 
 example: Gibawa’amimin ani-dagwaagig. = We 

knock rice in the fall. 
 
SECOND PERSON PLURAL VAI1: This is a “sandwich 
conjugation” as well. Converting from “you” to “you all” starts the 
same way as the second person singular, with gi- or gid- added to 
the front of the verb. Then a different suffix, -m, is appended to the 
end of the verb. 
 

bazigwii vai1 stand up: gi + bazigwii + m = gibazigwiim 
 

example: Anishaa gibazigwiim. = You all are 
standing up for no reason. 

 
SECOND PERSON PLURAL VAI2: Put the second person singular 
personal prefix on the front of the verb and add -im to the end. 
 

zhigingwaam vai2 wet the bed: gi + zhigingwaam + imin = 
gizhigingwaamimin 
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 example: Gizhigingwaamimin ina miinawaa? = 
Did you all wet the bed again? 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL VAI1: Pluralizing from the given third 
person singular form requires no prefix. The suffix -wag is 
appended to the end og the verb. 
 

banizi vai1 miss out: banizi + wag = baniziwag 
 

example: Baniziwag nishiimeyag. = My brothers 
are missing out. 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL VAI2: Attach -oog to the end of the 
verb. 
 

biinda’am vai2 caught in a net: biinda’am + oog = 
biinda’amoog 

 
example: Biinda’amoog namegozag. = The trouts 
are caught in the net. 

 
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR NEGATIVE VAI1: The regular 
independent negatives in Ojibwe all require a separate word—
gaawiin and a different inflection of the verb. Hence, Ojibwe uses 
double negatives for the independent form. For the first person 
singular, put down the word gaawiin first, then add the first person 
prefix to the front of the verb and -sii to the end of the verb.*  
 

aazhooshkaa vai1 cross over: gaawiin nind + aazhooshkaa 
+ sii = gaawiin nindaazhooshkaasii 
 

                                                
*  Some speakers from Mille Lacs and St. Croix use -siin instead of -sii. Most 
speakers of Minnesota Ojibwe dialects use -sii. 
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example: Gaawiin omaa nindaazhooshkaasii 
miikanaang. = I am not crossing the road here. 

 
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR NEGATIVE VAI2: Put down the 
word gaawiin. Add the first person personal prefix to the front of 
the verb stem. Then convert the final letter of the verb to n if it 
isn’t an n already and add -zii to the end of the verb. 
 

gawanaandam vai2 starve: gaawiin nin + gawanaandam + 
n + zii = gaawiin ningawanaandanzii 

 
example: Gaawiin noongom ningawanaandanzii. 
= I’m not starving now.  
 

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR NEGATIVE VAI1: Put down the 
word gaawiin, attach the personal prefix for “you” to the front of 
the verb and append -sii to the end. 
 

mashkawaji vai1 get frostbite: gaawiin gi + mashkawaji + 
sii = gaawiin gimashkawajisii 

 
example: Gaawiin ina gimashkawajisii? = Aren’t 
you frostbitten?* 
 

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR NEGATIVE VAI2: Put down the 
word gaawiin, add the second person personal prefix to the front of 
the verb, convert the final letter to n (if it isn’t already) and add the 
suffix -zii. 
 

babaamendam vai1 worry: gaawiin gi + babaamendam + 
n + zii = gaawiin gibabaamendanzii 

                                                
* Remember: The yes/no question markers na and ina always appear as the 
second word in your sentence. 
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example: Gaawiin ina gibabaamendanzii? = 
Aren’t you worried? 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR NEGATIVE VAI1: Put down the 
word gaawiin, then add -sii to the end of the verb. 
 

jiibaakwe vai1 cook: gaawiin jiibaakwe + sii = gaawiin 
jiibaakwesii 

 
example: Gaawiin wiikaa jiibaakwesii. = He never 
cooks. 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR NEGATIVE VAI2: Put down the 
word gaawiin, convert the final letter of the verb to n  (if it isn’t 
already) and add -zii. 
 

maanendam vai2 feel bad, depressed: gaawiin maanendam 
+ n + zii = gaawiin maanendanzii 

 
example: Gaawiin wiikaa maanendanzii 
bakinaagesig. = He never feels bad when he doesn’t 
win. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE NEGATIVE VAI1: Put 
down gaawiin, add the first person prefix to the front of the verb 
and add -siimin to the end of the verb. 
 

izhichige vai1 do something: gaawiin nind + izhichige + 
siimin = gaawiin nindizhichigesiimin 

 
example: Gaawiin nindizhichigesiimin omaa. = 
We don’t do that here. 
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FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE NEGATIVE VAI2: Put 
down gaawiin, attach the first person personal prefix to the front 
(me), convert the final verb letter to n and add -ziimin (the rest of 
us). 
 

wiisagendam vai2 be sore: gaawiin ni + wiisagendam + n 
+ ziimin = gaawiin niwiisagendanziimin 
 

example: Gaawiin mashi niwiisagendanziimin. = 
We aren’t sore yet. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE NEGATIVE VAI1: Put 
down gaawiin, add the second person prefix to the verb, then 
append -siimin to the end. 
 

gwiishkoshi vai1 whistle: gaawiin gi + gwiishkoshi + 
siimin = gaawiin gigwiishkoshisiimin 

 
example: Gaawiin wiikaa gigwiishkoshisiimin 
onaagoshig. = We never whistle at night. 
 

FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE NEGATIVE VAI2: 
Conjugate the same as the exclusive form, except attach the second 
person personal prefix instead of the first person. 
 

gwekendam vai2 change one’s mind: gaawiin gi + 
gwekendam + n + ziimin = gaawiin gigwekendanziimin 

 
example: Gaawiin gigwekendanziimin. = We’re 
not changing out minds. 
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SECOND PERSON PLURAL NEGATIVE VAI1: Put down 
gaawiin, attach the second person prefix, then add -siim to the end 
of the verb. 
 

ziinikiigome vai1 blow one’s nose: gaawiin gi + 
ziinikiigome + siim = gaawiin giziinikiigomesiim 

 
example: Gaawiin ina giziinikiigomesiim 
moshwensing? = Don’t you all blow your noses in 
handkerchiefs? 
 

SECOND PERSON PLURAL NEGATIVE VAI2: Put down 
gaawiin, add the second person prefix to the front of the verb, 
convert the final letter of the verb to n  (if it isn’t already) and 
append -ziim to the end. 
 

biidweweshin vai2 be heard approaching: gaawiin gi + 
biidweweshin + ziim = gaawiin gibiidweweshinziim 

 
example: Gaawiin gibiidweweshinziim 
niwaakaa’iganing. = You all are not heard as you 
approach my house. 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL NEGATIVE VAI1: Put the word 
gaawiin in front of the verb, then append -siiwag to the end. 
 

onwaawe vai1 hiccough: gaawiin onwaawe + siiwag = 
gaawiin onwaawesiiwag 

 
example: Gaawiin onwaawesiiwag giishpin 
gosadwaa. = They don’t hiccough if you scare 
them. 
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THIRD PERSON PLURAL NEGATIVE VAI2: Put down gaawiin, 
convert the final letter to n  (if it isn’t already) and add -ziiwag. 
 

zaaga’am vai2 exit, go outside (to the bathroom): gaawiin 
zaaga’am + n + ziiwag = gaawiin zaaga’anziiwag 

 
example: Gaawiin wiikaa zaaga’anziiwag giishpin 
biiwang. = They never go out if there’s a blizzard. 

 
INTRODUCING THE CONJUNCT (B FORM): There are two 
ways to say everything in Ojibwe—an independent A Form, which 
we have examined thus far, and a dependent conjunct form or B 
Form which we will examine now. The A Form is independent, 
meaning that it makes a full and complete thought in and of itself. I 
go inside. You don’t eat. They are happy. These are complete 
independent thoughts. The B Form is dependent on something else 
in the sentence for it to make sense. B Form conjugations are 
sentence fragments rather than complete sentences. When I go 
inside... If you don’t eat... As they are happy... These are all 
incomplete sentences and need more words in the sentence for the 
thought to be complete and logical. B Form will always be used to 
establish dependent clauses like those just mentioned. Also, when 
there are two or more verbs in a sentence and those verbs are not 
set apart by a conjuntion (dash, miinawaa, gemaa), then only one 
of the verbs can be in A Form and the others must be conjugated in 
in B Form. Additionally, there are a number of particles which are 
automatic B Form introducers such as giishpin (if), mii (it is, that 
is) and apegish (hopefully). 
 All B Form conjugations are suffixes, meaning they are 
attached to the end of the verb. Also, because vai1 B Form 
conjugations follow a distinct and separate pattern from vai2 B 
Form conjugations, the B Forms will be presented in two 
sections—one for each main class of vai. 
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FIRST PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM VAI1: To create the 
dependent form, “when I...”, “as I...”, add the suffix -yaan. 
 

wiisini vai1 eat: wiisini + yaan = wiisiniyaan 
 

example: Wiisiniyaan, niminwendam. = When I 
eat, I am happy. 

 
SECOND PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM VAI1: Add -yan. 
 

jiibiingweni vai1 wink: jiibiigweni + yan = jiibiingweniyan 
 

example: Giishpin jiibiingweniyan, ganabaj 
giga-waabamig a’aw ikwe. = If you wink, maybe 
that woman will look at you. 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM VAI1: Add d. 
 

mamagoniishkwe vai1 have the mumps: mamagoniishkwe 
+ d = mamagoniishkwed 

 
example: Giishpin mamagoniishkwed, daa-anwebi. 
= If she has the mumps, she should rest. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE B-FORM VAI1: Add 
-yaang. Note: The concept of me and the rest of us which we 
employed in the A Form still applies here with -yaan for me and -g 
for the rest of us, collectively -yaang. 
 

banoomigo vai1 fall off a horse: banoomigo + yaang = 
banoomigoyaang 
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example: Gaawiin niminwendanzii 
banoomigoyaang. = I am not happy when we fall 
off our horses. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE B-FORM VAI1: Add 
-yang. Here it is you (-yan) and the rest of us (-g). 
 

zhooniyaake vai1 earn money: zhooniyaake + yang = 
zhooniyaakeyang 

 
example: Apegish zhooniyaakeyang. Enigok 
gidanokiimin. = I hope we are earning money. 
We’re working hard. 

 
SECOND PERSON PLURAL B-FORM VAI1: Add -yeg. 
 

zhooshkwaada’e vai1 skate: zhooshkwaada’e + yeg = 
zhooshkwaada’eyeg 

 
example: Namanj iidog ezhinikaadeg i’iw 
zaaga’igaans zhooshkwaada’eyeg. = I’m not sure 
what the name of the lake is where you all skate. 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL B-FORM VAI1: Add -waad. 
 

zhooshkwaagime vai1 ski: zhooshkwaagime + waad = 
zhooshkwaagimewaad 

 
example: Giishpin zhooshkwaagimewaad, 
da-minwendamoog. = If they ski, they’ll be happy. 

 
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM VAI2: Add -aan.  
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inendam vai2 think: inendam + aan = inendamaan 
 

example: Mii i’iw inendamaan. = That’s what I 
think. 

 
SECOND PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM VAI2: Add -an. 
 

doodam vai2 do something: doodam + an = doodaman 
 

example: Mii na i’iw doodaman? = Is that what 
you’re doing? 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM VAI2: Convert the final 
letter to n  (if it isn’t already) and add -g. 
 

bizindam vai2 listen: bizindam + n + g = bizindang 
 

example: Giishpin bizindang apane, da-nibwaakaa. 
= If he listens all the time, he’ll be smart. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE B-FORM VAI2: Add 
-aang. 
 

bi-dagoshin vai2 arrive (here): bi-dagoshin + aang = 
bi-dagoshinaang 

 
example: Niminwendaamin bi-dagoshinaang. = 
We are happy we’ve arrived. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE B-FORM VAI2: Add -ang. 
 

ondamendam vai2 be preoccupied: ondamendam + ang = 
ondamendamang 
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example: Giishpin ondamendamang apane, 
da-maji-izhiwebiziwag giniijaanisinaanig. = If we 
are always preoccupied, our children will 
misbehave. 

 
SECOND PERSON PLURAL B-FORM VAI2: Add -eg. 
 

noondam vai2 hear: noondam + eg = noondameg 
 

example: Apegish noondameg gaagiigidod. = I 
hope you all hear when he talks. 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL B-FORM VAI2: Add -owaad. 
 

googa’am vai2 jump out of the water: googa’am + owaad 
= googa’amowaad 

 
example: Apane inganawaabamaag ingiw ashiganag 
googa’amowaad. = I always watch the largemouth 
bass as they jump out of the water. 

 
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI1: Unlike 
the A Form negatives which require a double negative (gaawiin 
and a change in the verb conjugation), the B Form negatives are 
single negatives and all take the form of a change in the conjugated 
verb, again with a suffix. For the first person singular, append 
-siwaan to the end of the verb. 
 

mamakizi vai1 have smallpox: mamakizi + siwaan = 
mamakizisiwaan 
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example: Apegish mamakizisiwaan. = I hope I 
don’t have smallpox. 

 
SECOND PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI1: Add 
-siwan. 
 

miniiwitawage vai1 have a middle ear infection: 
miniiwitawage + siwan = miniiwitawage 

 
example: Aabajitoon o’ow mashkiki 
ji-miniiwitawagesiwan. = Use this medicine so you 
won’t get a middle ear infection. 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI1: Add 
-sig. 
 

zhaashaagwamikiwe vai1 chew: zhaashaagwamikiwe + 
sig = zhaashaagwamikiwesig 

 
example: Giishpin zhaashaagwamikiwesig, 
da-bakwenishkaago. = If he doesn’t chew, he’ll 
choke. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE B-FORM NEGATIVE 
VAI1: Add -siwaang. 
 

aawajimine vai1 haul rice: aawajimine + siwaang = 
aawajiminesiwaang 

 
example: Giishpin aawajiminesiwaang 
da-nishkaadizi noos. = If we don’t haul rice my dad 
will be angry. 
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FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE B-FORM NEGATIVE 
VAI1: Add -siwang. 
 

dagonige vai1 mix: dagonige + siwang = dagonigesiwang 
 

example: Giishpin dagonigesiwang, gaawiin 
da-zhiiwitaaganiipogwasinoon. = If we don’t mix 
things in, it won’t taste salty. 

 
SECOND PERSON PLURAL B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI1: Add 
-siweg. 
 

bishkonaage vai1 shoot and miss: bishkonaage + siweg = 
bishkonaagesiweg 

 
example: Bishkonaagesiweg ginjiba’iwewag ingiw 
waawaashkeshiwag. = When you all shoot and miss 
the deer run away. 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI1: Add 
-sigwaa. 
 

wiisaakodewi vai1 be mixed-blood: wiisaakodewi + 
sigwaa = wiisaakodewisigwaa 

 
example: Giishpin wiisaakodewisigwaa geget daa-
dibendaagoziwag. = If they aren’t mixed-bloods, 
they surely should be enrolled. 

 
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI2: Change 
the final letter to n and add -ziwaan. 
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aagonwetam vai2 deny, contradict, disbelieve: 
aagonwetam + n + siwaan = aagonwetanziwaan 

 
example: Giishpin aagonwetanziwaan nawaj 
da-wenipanad. = If I don’t make a contradiction, it 
will be much easier.. 

 
SECOND PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI2: 
Change the final letter to n and add -ziwan. 
 

debweyendam vai2 be convinced: debweyendam + n 
+ziwan = debweyendanziwan 

 
example: Giishpin debweyendanziwan, namanj 
iidog ge-ikidoyaan. = You you aren’t convinced, I 
don’t know what to say. 

 
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI2: 
Change the final letter to n and add -zig. 
 

noondeshin vai1 be exhausted: noondeshin + zig = 
noondeshinzig 

 
example: Giishpin noondeshinzig, mii gaawiin 
memwech. = If he isn’t exhausted, it won’t be 
necessary. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL EXCLUSIVE B-FORM NEGATIVE 
VAI2: Change the final letter to n and add -ziwaang. 
 

noondam vai2 hear: noondam + n + ziwaang = 
noondanziwaang 
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example: Mii i’iw wenji-noondanziwaang. = 
That’s why we can’t hear. 

 
FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE B-FORM NEGATIVE 
VAI2: Change the final letter to n and add -ziwang. 
 

wanendam vai2 forget: wanendam + n + ziwang = 
wanendanziwang 

 
example: Giishpin wanendanziwang, 
gidaa-boozhoo’aanaanig ingiw bemaadizijig. = If 
we don’t forget we should greet those people. 

 
SECOND PERSON PLURAL B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI2: Change 
the final letter to n and add -ziweg. 
 

bagakendam vai2 clearly visualize: bagakendam + n + 
ziweg = bagakendanziweg 

 
example: Bagakendanziweg, mii i’iw dawaaj 
ge-naanaagadawendameg geyaabi. = When you 
don’t see clearly, it is best for you to reflect further. 

 
THIRD PERSON PLURAL B-FORM NEGATIVE VAI2: Change 
the final letter to n and add -zigwaa. 
 

giiweyendam vai2 think about going home: giiweyendam 
+ n + zigwaa = giiweyendanzigwaa 

 
example: Giishpin giiweyendanzigwaa 
gidaa-zaagajiwebinaag. = If they aren’t thinking 
about going home, you should throw them out. 
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SIMPLE TENSES: By working through the grammar material 
presented thus far, you now know approximately ten basic patterns 
for each type of vai. When used with other vocabulary, the 
question marker ina and other verbs, you can say an enormous 
amount of material. However, by learning a few simple tenses, that 
capability will multiply. By knowing present and past tense, the 
number of conjugations you know will double. What follows 
below are four major simple tenses, all of which take the form of 
prefixes. They are gii-, wii-, da- and daa-. Each will be discussed 
individually. For all four tenses, however, there is a universal rule 
in verb inflection that is very important to keep in mind. When 
attaching a basic tense to the verb, put the tense on before 
inflecting the verb. The tense actually becomes part of the verb and 
the personal prefixes (gid-, nim-, etc.) go in front of the tense 
prefix. With a few examples, this process will become clear. 
 
PAST TENSE: The simple past tense requires use of the preverb 
gii-. In conjugating with the past tense, add gii- directly to the front 
of the verb stem. It then becomes part of the verb and other 
inflections such as personal prefixes are attached with the rules 
described above. 
 

waabi vai1 see 
 

example: Ningii-waab. = I saw. 
 

nagamo vai1 sing 
 

example: Gaawiin gigii-nagamosiimin bijiinaago. = 
We did not sing yesterday. 
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DESIDERATIVE TENSE: Sometime referred to as an uncertain 
future tense, the desiderative expresses an action or condition that 
will or wants to happen. It employs use of the preverb wii-. 
 

aniibiishaabooke vai1 make tea 
 

example: Apegish wii-aniibiishaabookewaad 
wayiiba. = I hope they will make tea soon. 

 
minwendam vai2 happy 

 
example: Wii-minwendamoog giishpiin 
maada’ookiiyan. = They’ll be happy if you share. 

 
 
FUTURE TENSE: The certain future tense, which denotes that 
something shall definitely happen, requires use of da-. Da- is 
slightly different from the other tenses however, in that the initial d 
changes to g when personal prefixes are added to the front of the 
preverb. 
 

mazinigwaaso vai1 bead, embroider 
 

example: Geget da-mazinigwaasowag ingiw 
ikwewag jiimaaning. = Those women really will 
bead on the boat. 

 
babaamendam vai2 worry 

 
example: Giga-babaamendam giishpin nazhikewid. 
= You will worry if she’s alone. 
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MODAL TENSE: The modal tense express an action that could or 
should take place. It employs the preverb daa-. 
 

izhaa vai1 go 
 

example: Gaawiin gidaa-izhaasiimin iwidi. = We 
shouldn’t go over there. 

 
INITIAL CONSONANT CHANGE: Initial consonant change is a 
small but important process used only with the tenses gii- and wii- 
and their changed forms gaa- and waa- (which will be discussed 
shortly). When gii-, gaa-, wii-, or waa- is attached to the front of a 
verb, the first or initial consonant in that verb will change if that 
first consonant is one of the five consonants listed in the chart 
below and the second consonant is not a hard consonant sound. 
Only those five consonants have initial change after gii-, gaa-, 
wii-, or waa-. In all other cases, no change is made. Here is a chart 
to simplify initial consonant change. 
 
 

 
Unchanged 

 

  
Changed 

b —> p 
d —> t 
g —> k 
j —> ch 
z —> s 

 
 
The change only occurs on the initial consonant of the original 
verb stem only after gii-, gaa-, wii-, or waa- and only for the five 
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consonants in the chart above only when the next consonant is not 
a hard sound. 
 

ganawaabi vai1 observe 
 

example: Ningii-kanawaab. = I observed. 
 

biinda’am vai2 get caught in a net 
 

example: Gaawiin gii-piinda’anzii ogaa. = The 
walleye didn’t get caught in the net.  

 
INITIAL VOWEL CHANGE: In Ojibwe, a process called initial 
vowel change is used to form participles (change a verb into a 
noun) and ask many types of questions. Yes/no questions require 
the use of ina or na; but questions about when, why, how and most 
questions about where all require initial vowel change, not ina or 
na. Here is a chart of initial vowel change followed by 
explanations of how and when to use it. 
 
    

 
Unchanged 

 

  
Changed 

a —> e 
aa —> ayaa 
e —> aye 
i —> e 
ii —> aa 
o —> we 
oo —> waa 
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Exceptions: This chart details initial vowel change in all cases with 
two exceptions. The first exception is initial change on the 
directional preverb bi- which changes to ba- instead of following 
the chart above. The second exception to this rule is with verbs 
beginning with da or daa that describe location or have to do 
numbers, such as daa vai “dwell (somewhere)” or dashiwag 
/dashi-/ vai “be a certain number”. Instead of changing the initial 
vowel on those verbs, en- is added to the front of them. For 
example, danakii —> endanakiid. 
 
INITIAL VOWEL CHANGE WITH INTERROGATIVES: Asking 
simple yes/no questions required the use of ina or na, placed as the 
second word in a sentence and could be done in A Form. Most 
other types of questions require a separate question word, initial 
vowel change and verb inflection in the B Form. Common 
question words that follow this format include awenen pr animate 
interrogative “who is it”, awegonen pr inanimate interrogative 
“what is it” and aaniin pr inanimate interrogative “what” or 
“how”. Often these words are contracted with the particle dash, 
meaning “and” or “but”. For example, aaniin + dash = aaniish; 
awegonen + dash = awegonesh. Also, keep in mind that initial 
vowel change must occur on the initial vowel. If a tense or other 
preverb is added to the front of a verb, that tense becomes part of 
the verb and initial vowel change must occur in the tense instead of 
the verb stem itself. 
 
INTERROGATIVES WITH INITIAL VOWEL CHANGE VAI1: Put 
down the question word first followed by the verb stem as a 
separate word. Then attach any necessary preverbs, including 
tenses, to the front of the verb. Then conjugate the verb in the B 
Form. Finally, change the initial consonant of the verb using your 
initial vowel change chart above. 
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jiibaakwe vai1 cook: awenen gii + jiibaakwe + d + (initial 
vowel change) + (initial consonant change) = awenen 
gaa-chiibaakwed  

 
example: Awenen gaa-chiibaakwed zhebaa? = Who 
cooked this past morning? 

 
INTERROGATIVES WITH INITIAL VOWEL CHANGE VAI2: Put 
down the question word first followed by the verb stem as a 
separate word. Then attach any necessary preverbs, including 
tenses, to the front of the verb. Then conjugate the verb in the B 
Form. Finally, change the initial consonant of the verb using your 
initial vowel change chart above. 
 

zhingishin vai2 lie down: aaniin + onji- + zhingishin + g + 
(initial vowel change) = aaniin wenji-zhingishing 

 
example: Aaniin wenji-zhingishing noongom? = 
Why is he lying down now? 
 

bawa’am vai2 knock rice: awenen wii + bawa’am + n + g 
+ (initial vowel change) + (initial consonant change) = 
awenen waa-pawa’ang 
 

example: Awenen waa-pawa’ang? = Who’s going 
to knock rice? 

 
INITIAL VOWEL CHANGES WITH PARTICIPLE FORMATION: 
Participles are noun-like verbs. For example, “he who cooks”, 
“those who hunt”, etc. Forming participles with vais is quite 
simple. For the singular form, participles are created by 
conjugating in the B Form and making initial vowel change. Plural 
participles are slightly different. Look at the examples below. 
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SINGULAR PARTICIPLES VAI1: Inflect as above for the third 
person singular B Form and conduct initial vowel change. 
 

gikendaaso vai1 be knowledgeable: gikendaaso + d + 
(initial vowel change) = gekendaasod 

 
example: Inga-gaganoonaa a’aw gekendaasod. = I 
am going to talk to that knowledgeable person. 

 
PLURAL PARTICIPLES VAI1: Conduct initial vowel change and 
add -jig. 
 

giiyose vai1 hunt: giiyose + jig + (initial vowel change) = 
gaayosejig 

 
example: Gidaa-miigwechiwi’aag ingiw 
gaayosejig. = You should thank the hunters. 

 
SINGULAR PARTICIPLES VAI2: Inflect the verb as above for 
third person singular B Form and conduct initial vowel change. 
 

bangishin vai2 fall: bangishin + g + (initial vowel change) 
= bengishing 

 
example: Wiidookaw a’aw bengishing. = Help that 
person who fell. 

 
PLURAL PARTICIPLES VAI2: Change the final letter to n, add 
-gig and conduct initial vowel change. 
 
wanitam vai1 misunderstand: wanitam + n + gig + (initial vowel 
change) = wenitangig 
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example: Wiindamawaadaa ingiw wenitangig mii 
gaawiin memwech ji-babaamendamowaad. = Let’s 
tell those who misunderstand so they won’t worry. 

 
PARTICIPLE FORMATION WITH TENSES: Participles can be 
formed with tense markers as well as the regular present tense. Just 
put the simple tense marker on the front of the verb stem, then use 
the participle formation rules as above. The only difference will be 
that the initial vowel change now takes place in the tense rather 
than the verb stem. It is still taking place in the initial vowel of the 
verb. 
 

biindige vai1 enter: gii + biindige + jig + (initial vowel 
change) + (initial consonant change) = gaa-piindigejig 

 
example: Gigii-noondawaag ina ingiw 
gaa-piindigejig? = Did you hear those people who 
came in? 

 
CONCLUSION: Once a student masters the patterns of the 
intransitive inanimate verbs explained in this article, he will be 
able to express each vai in 216 different ways. Examine the charts 
on the following pages which synthesize the basic vai paradigms 
described in detail above. 
 Once these patterns are mastered, each time a student learns 
a new vai, he will actually learn 216 different sentences, 
commands and participles. Memorizing word lists can only take a 
student so far. Learning the patterns of the language makes growth 
in the language geometric rather than linear. For practice, students 
should ask Ojibwe speakers for new words or look up vais in the 
glossary of the Oshkaabewis Native Journal or A Concise 
Dictionary of Minnesota Ojibwe by Nichols and Otchingwanigan 
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and then practice the patterns outlined above on those vais. By 
trying to negate verbs and put them in B Form and practicing 
asking questions in the language, a foundation for conversational 
ability will be laid. Conjugate ten verbs a day for two weeks and 
this pattern will soon become second nature. This will help the 
student in many ways. Other types of Ojibwe verbs have the same 
concepts of A Form and B Form, singular and plural, participles 
and question structure.  
 Understanding vais can open the door to a firmer 
understanding of the entire language. Anybody who seriously 
wants to become fluent can do it. There is no miracle or easy 
answer. However, with hard work and this type of exercise, it can 
be done. Reference charts follow below. Refer to the appropriate 
section of this article for detailed descriptions of verb inflection. 
Miigwech. 
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VAI  COMMAND CONJUGATION REFERENCE CHART 
 

  
giin 
you 

 
giinawaa 

you plural 

 
giinawind 
us (inclusive) 

 
 

affirmative 
vai1 

 

 
vai  + n 
wiisinin 

 
vai  + g 
wiisinig 

 

vai  + yok 
wiisiniyok 

 
vai + daa 
wiisinidaa 

 
 

negative 
vai1 

 

 
gego vai + 

ken 
gego wiisiniken 

 
gego vai + kegon 

gego wiisinikegon 

 
gego vai + 

sidaa 
gego wiisinisidaa 

 
 

affirmative 
vai2 

 

 
vai - m + n 

bizindan 

 
vai  + ok 
bizindamok 

 
vai  - m + ndaa 

bizindandaa 

 
negative 

vai2 
 

 
gego vai  - m 

+ n + gen 
gego bizindangen 

 
gego vai  - m + n 

+ gegon 
gego bizindangegon 

 
gego vai  - m + 

n + zidaa 
gego bizindanzidaa 

 
Root words for this chart are bizindam (listen) and 

wiisini (eat).
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THE ASSASSINATION OF HOLE IN THE DAY

ANTON TREUER

Explores the murder of the controversial Ojibwe chief who led his people through
the first difficult years of dispossession by white invaders—and created a new
kind of leadership for the Ojibwe.

On June 27, 1868, Hole in the Day (Bagone-giizhig) the Younger left Crow Wing,
Minnesota, for Washington, DC, to fight the planned removal of the Mississippi
Ojibwe to a reservation at White Earth. Several miles from his home, the self-
styled leader of all the Ojibwe was stopped by at least twelve Ojibwe men and
fatally shot.

Hole in the Day’s death was national news, and rumors of its cause were many:
personal jealousy, retribution for his claiming to be head chief of the Ojibwe,
retaliation for the attacks he fomented in 1862, or reprisal for his attempts to keep
mixed-blood Ojibwe off the White Earth Reservation. Still later, investigators
found evidence of a more disturbing plot involving some of his closest col-
leagues: the business elite at Crow Wing.

While most historians concentrate on the Ojibwe relationship with whites to
explain this story, Anton Treuer focuses on interactions with other tribes, the role
of Ojibwe culture and tradition, and interviews with more than fifty elders to fur-
ther explain the events leading up to the death of Hole in the Day. The
Assassination of Hole in the Day is not only the biography of a powerful leader
but an extraordinarily insightful analysis of a pivotal time in the history of the
Ojibwe people.

“An essential study of nineteenth-century Ojibwe leadership and an important
contribution to the field of American Indian Studies by an author of extraordinary
knowledge and talent. Treuer’s work is infused with a powerful command over
Ojibwe culture and linguistics.” —Ned Blackhawk, author of Violence Over the
Land: Indians and Empires in the Early American West

Anton Treuer, professor of Ojibwe at Bemidji State University, is the author of
Ojibwe in Minnesota and several books on the Ojibwe language. He is also the
editor of Oshkaabewis Native Journal, the only academic journal of the Ojibwe
language.
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OJIBWE IN MINNESOTA
ANTON TREUER

This compelling, highly anticipated narrative traces the history of the Ojibwe peo-
ple in Minnesota, exploring cultural practices, challenges presented by more
recent settlers, and modern-day discussions of sovereignty and identity.

With insight and candor, noted Ojibwe scholar Anton Treuer traces thousands
of years of the complicated history of the Ojibwe people—their economy, culture,
and clan system and how these have changed throughout time, perhaps most
dramatically with the arrival of Europeans into Minnesota territory.

Ojibwe in Minnesota covers the fur trade, the Iroquois Wars, and Ojibwe-Dakota
relations; the treaty process and creation of reservations; and the systematic
push for assimilation as seen in missionary activity, government policy, and
boarding schools.

Treuer also does not shy away from today’s controversial topics, covering them
frankly and with sensitivity—issues of sovereignty as they influence the running
of casinos and land management; the need for reform in modern tribal govern-
ment; poverty, unemployment, and drug abuse; and constitutional and educa-
tional reform. He also tackles the complicated issue of identity and details recent
efforts and successes in cultural preservation and language revitalization.

A personal account from the state’s first female Indian lawyer, Margaret Treuer,
tells her firsthand experience of much change in the community and looks ahead
with renewed cultural strength and hope for the first people of Minnesota.

Anton Treuer is professor of Ojibwe at Bemidji State University and editor of
Living Our Language: Ojibwe Tales and Oral Histories, Aaniin Ekidong: Ojibwe
Vocabulary Project, Omaa Akiing, and the Oshkaabewis Native Journal, the only
academic journal of the Ojibwe language.
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LIVING OUR LANGUAGE
ANTON TREUER

As fluent speakers of Ojibwe grow older, the community questions whether
younger speakers know the language well enough to pass it on to the next
generation. Young and old alike are making widespread efforts to preserve the
Ojibwe language, and, as part of this campaign, Anton Treuer has collected
stories from Anishinaabe elders living at Leech Lake (MN), White Earth (MN),
Mille Lacs (MN), Red Lake (MN), and St. Croix (WI) reservations.

Based on interviews Treuer conducted with ten elders--Archie Mosay, Jim
Clark, Melvin Eagle, Joe Auginaush, Collins Oakgrove, Emma Fisher, Scott
Headbird, Susan Jackson, Hartley White, and Porky White--this anthology
presents the elders' stories transcribed in Ojibwe with English translation on
facing pages. These stories contain a wealth of information, including oral his-
tories of the Anishinaabe people and personal reminiscences, educational
tales, and humorous anecdotes.

'A rich and varied collection of tales from the Ojibwe (Chippewa) tradition . . .
Drawn from printed and oral sources, the stories are meticulously and sensi-
tively translated and anotated giving shape, form, and nuance to a fragile,
almost extinct, civilization. This preservation project will be a vital addition to
Native American lore." – Library Journal

'A major contribution to Anisbinaabe studies. Treuer’s collection is particularly
welcome as it brings in new voices to speak of the varied experiences of the
Anishinaabeg of recent generations." - John D. Nichols, co-editor of A
Concise Dictionary of Minnesota Ojibwe

Anton Treuer is professor of Ojibwe at Bemidji State University, and the author
of The Assassination of Hole in the Day and Ojibwe in Minnesota. He is also
the editor of Oshkaabewis Native Journal, the only academic journal of the
Ojibwe language.
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MINNESOTA HUMANITIES CENTER

AANIIN EKIDONG
For the Ojibwe language to live, it must 
be used for everything every day. While 
most Ojibwe people live in a modern 
world, dominated by computers, motors, 
science, mathematics, and global issues, 
the language that has grown to discuss 
these things is not often taught or thought 
about by most teachers and students of 
the language. A group of nine fluent elders 
representing several different dialects of 
Ojibwe gathered with teachers from Ojibwe 
immersion schools and university language 
programs to brainstorm and document 
less-well-known but critical modern 
Ojibwe terminology. Topics discussed 
include science, medicine, social studies, 
geography, mathematics, and punctuation. 
This book is the result of their labors.
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This inspiring new documentary about ongoing 
efforts to revitalize the Ojibwe language was 
produced by Emmy-award winning producer 
John Whitehead. Major segments are devoted 
to the community of Ponemah on the Red Lake 
Reservation, the immersion schools in Bena, 
Minnesota, and Reserve, Wisconsin, and resource 

development at Bemidji State University.

http://www.tpt.org/?a=productions&id=3 or

http://www.tpt.org and type in “First Speakers”
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By Kimberly Nelson
Illustrated by Clem May

Translation by 
Earl Otchingwanigan 

(Nyholm)
Audio by Anton Treuer

I Will Remember: 
Inga-minjimendam

With these words the author introduces 
the young narrator who takes us through 
the everyday experiences that he most 
enjoys—a walk along the lakeshore or 
through the woods, “looking at all the 
little animals that are there,” netting fish 
with his father, swimming, ice fishing, 
going to pow-wows.  “But most of all,” he 
says, “I like to listen to my grandfather 
tell stories. He tells all sorts of legends 
to me, and about all those things he did 
when he was small.” The bilingual text—
English and Ojibwe—is imaginatively 
and colorfully illustrated from the artist’s 
own experiences living near the shores 
of Red Lake in northern Minnesota.

ORDER ONLINE
http://www.birchbarkbooks.com
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ORDER ONLINE
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This monolingual anthology of 
Ojibwe stories by elders from 
Leech Lake will entertain and 
enlighten. Walter “Porky” White, 
Hartley White, Susan Jackson, 
Emma Fisher, and Charles “Scott” 
Headbird share  numerous chilhood 
reminiscences, jokes, and stories in 
their first language.

OMAA AKIING
Anton Treuer, Editor
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These original stories, written in Anishinaabemowin, 
delight readers and language learners with the antics 

of animals who playfully deal with situations familiar to 
children in all cultures. Suitable for all ages, this book can 

be read aloud, assigned to 
classes, shared at language 
tables, gifted to elders, and 
enjoyed by all who love 
Anishinaabemowin.

Aapiji go ingii-minwendam agindamaan o’o mazina’igan, 
anishinaabewi-mazina’igan, abinoojiinyiwi-mazina’igan. 
Baatayiinowag ingiw anishinaabeg gaa-
wiidookaazowaad o’o gii-ozhichigaadeg, 
aanind gii-dibaajimowag, aanind dash 
gii-ozhibii’igewag; ingiw gichi-
aya’aag, weshki-aya’aawijig 

igaye, gikinoo’amaagewininiwag, 
gikinoo’amaagewikweg igaye. Gakina go 

onandawendaanaawaa i’iw ji-ozhitoowaad i’iw 
ge-naadamaagonid iniw odabinoojiimiwaan, weweni ji-nitaa-
anishinaabemonid, ji-nitaa-agindamonid odinwewinini, weweni 

go ji-nitaaanishinaabewibii’aminid 
igaye. Awesiiyensag aajimaawag o’o 
mazina’iganing, mino-mazinaakizowag 
ingiw igaye. 

—Dr. Rand Valentine, Native Language 
Instructors’ Program, Lakehead University, 
Thunder Bay, Ontario
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The ONJ is an interdisciplinary forum for significant 
contributions to knowledge about the Ojibwe 
language. Contributions include monolingual 
and bilingual Ojibwe stories in the double vowel 
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language material.
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Audio MAteriAl
for all Oshkaabewis Native Journal back issues
has been digitally archived for free download 
or online listening at the Oshkaabewis Native 

Journal homepage:
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